Chios Sub-National Education Sector Working Group
Meeting minutes
Wednesday, April 5th, 2017
MEETING AGENDA
1)Common class rules
2)Leaflet with activities available for new arrivals
3)Common certificate from all actors providing educational activities for children leaving.
4)Position of each actor post July 2017
5) AOB

AGENDA ITEM
1.Common class rules

DISCUSSION POINTS
-All actors have identified the key rules
to be used according to age group

2.Leaflet with activities
available for new
arrivals

- An A5 Leaflet should include joint
program of all actors with information
on activities, a contact number,
targeted age groups and location.
-Discussion whether to include actors
that provide activities for youth up to
24. Even though the group’s focus is on
children, there is a need to report on
this age group too.

3.Common certificate

-BAAS is already providing a certificate
-The certificate should be used as proof
of the work done with the children.
-A grading benchmark is to be
established and a way to assess the
children’s progress and how this
assessment can be reported e.g.
keeping diaries of each child to be able
to measure on a qualitative and
quantitative level.
-Discussion regarding handing over and
affected NGO’s exit plan.
-SCI are officially up to 30/4 with a
possibility of extension,

4.Position of each actor
post July 2017

ACTION POINTS
-All actors will send the rules
through to be presented in the
next meeting.
-Who will pay for it is to be
decided.
-SCI to design
-To be decided if relevant actors
and activities for 18-24 years
old should be included in
another leaflet distributed to
new arrivals (e.g. NRC).

-Pending news from MoE on a
grading benchmark /how to
assess the children’s progress,
Sevie to update.
-If no answer in two weeks, to
be re-considered.

- Pending update whether
Sevie’s position will be renewed
(currently until end of June).
-Pending SCI internal meeting
regarding their way forward,
follow-up in two weeks
-Need to brief some questions
to address the relevant Ministry

on their operational plan for the
islands.
-Need to draft an Advocacy
report by all actors affectedincluding more islands, not just
Chios
5. AOB

-Discussion and questions regarding
children in apartments especially their
exact whereabouts and if they are
being registered in Greek schools.
Greek schools can reject children on the
grounds of space and late enrollment.
-Next meeting after Easter break

-Pending an answer to who is
responsible to find an
alternative for the children that
are rejected by schools.
-When is another round of
vaccinations going to happen?
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